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Abstract 
Hydrogen gas production occurs in permeable reactive iron barriers (PRBs) due to the anaerobic 
corrosion of granular iron: 
 + 	2	 ↔  + 	2		 +	() 
Once produced, this hydrogen gas can have detrimental physical effects on PRB performance. 
Corrosion-produced hydrogen may accumulate in pore spaces within the PRB, thereby reducing 
the porosity and permeability. It may also escape the PRB system, representing a lost electron 
resource that may otherwise be used in reductive remediation reactions. In addition to these 
physical effects of hydrogen on PRB performance, chemical interactions between hydrogen and 
iron also occur. Hydrogen may become absorbed by the iron and stored as an electron resource 
within lattice imperfections. It may also interact with iron surfaces to influence the corrosion rate 
of the iron. These chemical interactions between hydrogen and iron may impact the reactivity of 
the iron granules and therefore affect PRB performance. Currently, the chemical effects of 
hydrogen on PRB performance remain largely unexplored. In this study, the effect of hydrogen 
on iron reactivity was investigated by considering hydrogen absorption into iron and hydrogen 
induced changes to iron corrosion rates. 
Hydrogen absorption by iron creates a stored electron resource within the iron granules. Release 
of this stored hydrogen from trapping sites represents an additional electron resource that may be 
used in contaminant degradation reactions. Therefore, improved hydrogen absorption may 
contribute to increased iron reactivity. Hydrogen absorption by granular irons has been largely 
unexplored in PRB performance investigations and the effect of hydrogen absorption on 
contaminant remediation remains unknown. In this study, an investigation of the factors 
governing hydrogen absorption by three granular irons, H2OmetTM56, H2OmetTM58 and 
H2OmetTM86 was conducted. The results demonstrated that rapidly corroding H2OmetTM86 
absorbed hydrogen at a higher rate than the other more slowly corroding irons. The presence of 
an oxide film on H2OmetTM56 appeared to improve the proportion of hydrogen absorption 
compared to the bare irons. Ultrasonic treatment was explored as potential method of release of 
trapped hydrogen for improved iron reactivity. Ultrasonic treatment appeared to be unsuccessful 
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at releasing stored hydrogen from trapping sites, but further investigations into different 
ultrasound conditions as well as other methods of hydrogen release could prove useful. 
Hydrogen gas may also influence iron reactivity by interacting with iron surfaces to alter the 
corrosion rate of the iron. This may occur by processes such as hydrogen enhanced anodic 
dissolution, hydrogen induced cracking, enhanced pitting susceptibility and reduction of iron 
oxides by hydrogen gas. In this study, the effect of hydrogen on iron corrosion rates was assessed 
by treating two iron materials (H2OmetTM56 and Connelly) under high pressures of hydrogen for 
14 d, then comparing the post-treatment corrosion rates of hydrogen treated irons to the post-
treatment corrosion rates of corresponding irons treated under low hydrogen pressures for the 
same period. The results demonstrated that the post-treatment corrosion rate of high hydrogen 
treated H2OmetTM56 iron was lower than the post-treatment corrosion rate of low hydrogen 
treated H2OmetTM56 iron. Hydrogen treatment did not appear to affect the post-treatment 
corrosion rates of Connelly iron. The effect of hydrogen on the corrosion rate of H2OmetTM56 
iron may be a result of hydrogen enhanced anodic dissolution. The presence of a continuous 
oxide film on Connelly iron appeared to inhibit the effect of hydrogen enhanced anodic 
dissolution on Connelly iron corrosion rates. The effects of iron oxide reduction by hydrogen and 
hydrogen induced pitting corrosion were also considered. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background 
Remediation of contaminants in groundwater is an environmental challenge due to the intricacies 
of groundwater flow system characterization and considerable variety of target contaminants 
involved. Traditional technologies for groundwater remediation consist of pump-and-treat 
systems in which contaminated water is extracted from the ground and treated at the surface 
before reinjection. In addition to high capital and operational costs, a study conducted in 1994 
determined that 68 of 77 investigated pump-and-treat cleanup sites fell short of remediation 
goals (National Research Council, 1994). This identified a need for more effective, in-situ 
approaches to groundwater remediation. The first successful field-scale implementation of a 
permeable reactive iron barrier (PRB) at the Canadian Forces Base Borden in 1990 introduced 
PRB technology as a viable and cost-effective alternative for the remediation of a variety of 
groundwater contaminants (Gillham and O’Hannesin, 1994). Since this time, extensive research 
has focused on the effectiveness of PRB systems for groundwater treatment (e.g. Blowes et al., 
2000, Vogan et al., 1999, O'Hannesin and Gillham, 1998, Cantrell et al., 1995, Matheson and 
Tratnyek, 1994 and others). 
Permeable reactive iron barriers operate on the premise of contaminant reduction by zero-valent 
iron (ZVI) particles (O'Hannesin and Gillham, 1998, Matheson and Tratnyek, 1994). With a 
reduction potential of -0.440V for the Fe2+/Fe0 redox couple, ZVI is capable of reducing many 
groundwater contaminants including, but not limited to, dissolved nutrients such as nitrate and 
sulfate (Robertson et al., 2008, Gandhi et al., 2002) dissolved metals such as Cr, U, and As (Lien 
et al., 2005, Blowes et al., 2000, Puls et al., 1999a, Cantrell et al., 1995) and chlorinated 
industrial solvents such as trichloroethene (TCE), dichloroethylene (DCE) and vinyl chloride 
(VC) (Jeen et. al., 2006, Puls et al., 1999b, Vogan et al., 1999). When contaminants come into 
contact with the PRB, the contaminant is removed by reductive immobilization, precipitation or 
transformation (Blowes et al., 2000, Matheson and Tratnyek, 1994). A general reaction for the 
reductive transformation of a chlorinated hydrocarbon is as follows: 
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Fe0 ↔ Fe2+ + 2e- 
RX + 2e- + H+ ↔ RH + X- 
 Fe0 + RX + H+ ↔ Fe2+ + RH + X- (1.1) 
In an analogous reaction that is independent of the remediation reaction, iron reduces water 
molecules according to the following process. 
 Fe0 ↔ Fe2+ + 2e- 
2H2O + 2e- ↔ H2 + 2OH-  
 Fe0 + 2H2O ↔ H2(g) + 2OH- + Fe2+ (1.2) 
Reaction 1.2 is known as anaerobic iron corrosion. As a result of anaerobic iron corrosion, 
hydrogen gas is introduced into the PRB. 
Hydrogen gas production can impart important changes on PRB performance (Jeen et al., 2012, 
Amos and Mayer, 2006, Zhang and Gillham, 2005 and others). Corrosion-produced hydrogen 
may escape the PRB system, representing a lost electron resource that could otherwise be used in 
remediation reactions. Hydrogen may also accumulate in the PRB, reducing the porosity and 
permeability. In bench-scale column experiments, it was observed that hydrogen gas produced 
by iron corrosion could accumulate to 10% of the initial porosity of the column, reducing the 
hydraulic conductivity by approximately one order of magnitude (Zhang and Gillham, 2005).
 
In 
field-scale PRBs, decreases in porosity of up to 5% as a result of H2(g) accumulation have been 
observed (Henderson and Demond, 2011). In some cases, estimated porosity losses due to 
hydrogen gas accumulation of as high as 10% to 15% (Mackenzie et al., 1999) and even 20% 
(Repta, 2001) have been presented.  
Although the majority of studies on the effects of hydrogen production on PRB performance 
have been concerned with the physical effects of hydrogen, hydrogen may also have chemical 
effects on PRB performance. For decades, scientists have studied the effects of hydrogen on 
construction materials such as iron and steel (e.g. Oriani, 1993, Iyer and Pickering, 1990, 
Johnson, 1988, Hirth, 1980) however, with a few notable exceptions (Reardon, 2013, Zhao and 
Reardon, 2012), it is rare that that this knowledge is applied in permeable reactive barrier design. 
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One process by which hydrogen gas may influence iron reactivity is by becoming absorbed by 
the iron, creating a stored electron resource within the iron lattice that may be used in 
remediation reactions. Although the effects of hydrogen absorption on the strength and ductility 
of metal construction materials such as iron and steel have been extensively documented in 
corrosion science literature (Oriani, 1993, Zakroczymski, 1985), hydrogen absorption by 
granular irons used in PRB applications remains largely unexplored. In Chapter 2, rates and 
proportions of hydrogen absorption of three granular irons were considered to evaluate factors 
governing hydrogen absorption by iron. Possible methods of hydrogen release were also 
investigated. 
Hydrogen may also affect PRB performance by altering the corrosion rates of the iron granules. 
This can occur by hydrogen enhanced anodic dissolution (Yu et al., 2003, Qiao and Luo, 1998), 
hydrogen induced cracking (Timmins, 1997), hydrogen enhanced pitting corrosion (Schweitzer, 
2010) and reduction of surface films (Pineau et al., 2007, Yu et al., 2002). These processes may 
alter iron corrosion rates by accelerating the iron dissolution reaction, increasing the surface area 
of the granules, exposing bare iron surfaces  or reducing the passivity of the oxide film. The 
effect of hydrogen on iron corrosion rates was explored in Chapter 3. 
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1.2  Thesis Objectives 
The purpose of this thesis was to investigate potential influences of hydrogen on granular iron 
reactivity. This was done by evaluating iron corrosion rate curves developed using hydrogen 
evolution in closed reaction vessels over time. The objectives of this thesis are outlined as 
follows: 
1. Evaluate the factors governing hydrogen absorption by iron and potential methods of 
release of stored hydrogen. 
2. Investigate the effect of hydrogen on the corrosion rates of granular iron materials. 
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2 HYDROGEN ABSORPTION AND STORAGE 
 
2.1 Background 
When hydrogen gas is produced by anaerobic corrosion of iron in PRBs, a portion of the 
produced gas escapes the PRB. Since escaping hydrogen contains remediation-capable electrons, 
the removal of hydrogen gas from the PRB represents a lost electron resource that may otherwise 
be used in reductive remediation reactions (Reardon, 2013). In addition, hydrogen can further 
affect PRB performance by accumulating in pore spaces, reducing the porosity and permeability 
of the PRB. However, a portion of the corrosion-produced hydrogen gas is absorbed and stored 
within the iron at lattice imperfections such as microcracks and crystal boundaries. Hydrogen 
absorption mitigates the negative physical effects of hydrogen gas production on PRB 
performance and creates a stored electron resource within the iron that may be used in reductive 
remediation reactions. The amount of absorbed hydrogen within metals can be substantial. 
Reardon (2013) estimated that for a typical PRB with a porosity of 40%, density of 7 kg/m3, 
residence time of 1 d and hydrogen entry rate of 0.5 mmol kg-1 d-1, enough hydrogen is stored 
within the iron to dechlorinate 220 mg TCE for every litre of groundwater that flows through the 
PRB. Therefore, hydrogen absorption may have an important effect on iron reactivity and PRB 
performance. 
Hydrogen absorption by metals has been extensively documented in corrosion science literature 
(Johnson, 1988, Hirth, 1980 and others) due to various effects of hydrogen absorption on 
common construction materials such as iron and steel (Timmins, 1997). For hydrogen absorption 
into metals to occur, atomic hydrogen must become adsorbed on the surface of the metal. This 
occurs by dissociative adsorption ( + 		 ↔ ) (Sieverts, 1929) or electrochemical 
deposition (	 +  ↔  +		) (Peing and Wu, 2003). A portion of this adsorbed 
hydrogen combines on the metal surface either chemically (Tafel Reaction: 2 	↔ ) or 
electrochemically (Heyrovsky Reaction:  +		 +  	↔  +		) to produce hydrogen 
gas. However, some Hads diffuses into the iron material as absorbed hydrogen (Hads ↔ Habs) 
(Dafft et al., 1979) and becomes stored at lattice imperfections (Oriani, 1993, Zakroczymski, 
1985). 
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Although the process of hydrogen absorption by metal construction materials is well understood, 
the factors governing rates and proportions of hydrogen absorption by granular iron materials 
remain largely unexplored. Since hydrogen absorption may influence granular iron reactivity, the 
factors governing hydrogen absorption should be considered in PRB design. In this study, factors 
governing hydrogen absorption by three iron materials, H2OmetTM56, H2OmetTM58 and 
H2OmetTM86, were evaluated using corrosion rate curves developed from hydrogen evolution 
rates in closed reaction vessels over time. Ultrasonic treatment as a possible method of hydrogen 
release was also considered.  
2.2 Methods 
2.2.1 Materials  
Hydrogen absorption by three irons of the H2OmetTM series produced by Quebec Metal Powders 
Ltd. (QMP) of Rio Tinto were evaluated. The H2OmetTM series of irons are high purity granular 
irons designed for contaminant degradation in PRBs, injection sites or source zone treatment 
applications. The irons are formed when high purity molten iron is cooled and granulated by use 
of medium to high-pressure water jets. The granules are then dried, screened and packaged 
(H2OmetTM: Groundwater Remediation the Natural Way, 2010). Samples were introduced to the 
reaction cells "as received" without heat or surface treatment. 
The three irons investigated were H2OmetTM56, H2OmetTM58 and H2OmetTM86. H2OmetTM56 
iron is dark in appearance (Figure A1) and is of intermediate particle size between H2OmetTM58 
and H2OmetTM86 irons (Table A1). The surface area of H2OmetTM56 is 0.17 m2/g as determined 
by multi-point Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area analysis. H2OmetTM58 is lighter in 
appearance than H2OmetTM56 (Figure A2) and has the coarsest particle size (Table A3). The 
BET surface area of H2OmetTM58 is 0.079 m2/g. H2OmetTM86 is the iron with the lightest 
appearance (Figure A3) and the finest particle size distribution (Table A5). The BET surface area 
of H2OmetTM86 iron was determined to be 0.10 m2/g. Chemical compositions of the three 
materials are included in Table A2, Table A4 and Table A6 for H2OmetTM56, H2OmetTM58 and 
H2OmetTM86 respectively. H2OmetTM iron surface areas and physical appearances are 
summarized in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1: Summary of H2OmetTM iron surface areas and physical appearances. 
 
H2OmetTM56 H2OmetTM58 H2OmetTM86 
BET Surface Area 0.17 m2/g 0.079 m2/g 0.10 m2/g 
 
Physical 
Appearance 
 
 
 
 
2.2.2 Reaction Apparatus  
Iron corrosion rates were evaluated by monitoring hydrogen evolution in 150 mL stainless steel 
reaction vessels over time (Figure B1). Hydrogen evolution can be used as an indicator of 
corrosion rate due to hydrogen production by the anaerobic iron corrosion reaction.  
  + 	2	 ↔  + 	2		 +	() (2.1) 
Stainless steel reaction vessels were chosen for the experiments because stainless steel is 
resistant to hydrogen absorption (Reardon, 1995, Peden et al., 1986). The reaction cells were 
outfitted with Swagelok fittings to allow for addition and removal of hydrogen gas, void space 
determination and pressure measurements which were taken using an Omega PX319-015AV 
pressure transducer (Figure B2).  
Pressure readings were collected using either a LabJack U6-Pro data acquisition (DAQ) board 
connected to DasyLab software (Figure B3 and Figure B4) or a Strawberry Tree 16 bit data 
acquisition board connected to WorkBench PC software (Figure B5 and Figure B6). Pressure 
readings were collected once per minute and reaction cells were immersed in a constant 
temperature water bath maintained at 25±0.10C for the duration of the experiment (Figure B7). 
After the addition of a known quantity of granular iron (MFe) to the stainless steel reaction 
vessel, reaction cells were sealed and connected to the DAQ system. The void space (VVS) was 
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determined in duplicate by evacuating the cells using a Two Stage High Vacuum Pump 
(Edwards Ltd.) to a reading of 0±1 kPa and adding analytical grade oxygen-free nitrogen gas to 
atmospheric pressure using a 50 mL dry-sealed syringe. Reaction cells were then removed from 
the DAQ system and particles were saturated with deionized (DI) water. After ten minutes of 
saturation, the water was drained and the particles were saturated with 0.002 M Na2B4O7·10H2O 
solution. Na2B4O7·10H2O buffer solutions are widely used in studies of iron corrosion because 
they have the same pH that is established in a pure iron/water system under anaerobic conditions 
due to saturation with respect to Fe(OH)2(s) (pH=9.2). Sodium and borate ions do not promote 
iron corrosion, so Na2B4O7·10H2O solutions provide a stable, representative pH of an iron/water 
system in long term corrosion tests. After two 10 min treatments with Na2B4O7·10H2O solution, 
excess solution was flushed from the cell by connecting the cell to a nitrogen supply and draining 
the solution from an opening at the bottom of the cell. The remaining water in the cell (MH2O) 
was determined gravimetrically. The cells were reconnected to the DAQ system and reevacuated. 
This marked the beginning of the corrosion reaction.  
2.2.3 Reaction Procedure  
Hydrogen pressure measurements were collected for the duration of the corrosion reaction to 
produce a curve of hydrogen pressure over time. An example hydrogen pressure curve is shown 
in Figure 2.1. Discontinuities in the pressure curve were created by the addition or removal of 
hydrogen gas throughout the corrosion reaction. The purpose of the discontinuities is addressed 
later in this section.  
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Figure 2.1: Example hydrogen pressure curve with discontinuities due to the addition or removal 
of hydrogen gas. 
From the hydrogen pressure readings, an apparent corrosion rate curve was developed using 
Equation 2.2.  
 = 10    (!) −	 (!)# +	$  % (!) −  (!)#& /()*(2 − 1)+ 
 
(2.2) 
 
Where Vg is the volume of the void space, KH is Henry's law constant for hydrogen in water, 
MH2O is the mass of the water and MFe is the mass of the iron. An example apparent rate curve is 
shown in Figure 2.2.   
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Figure 2.2: Example apparent rate curve determined from the pressure readings in Figure 2.1 and 
Equation 2.2. The apparent rate curve only accounts for hydrogen that entered the gas phase and 
the water phase.  
The apparent rate curve accounts for hydrogen entering the gas phase, from the first term in 
Equation 2.2 which is based on the ideal gas law, and hydrogen entering the water phase, from 
the second term in Equation 2.2 which is based on Henry's law. However, during hydrogen 
production at iron surfaces, a portion of the corrosion-produced hydrogen enters the iron lattice. 
This absorbed hydrogen is not accounted for in the apparent corrosion rate curve.  
The discontinuities in the pressure curve created by the addition or removal of hydrogen to or 
from the reaction cell were used to account for the hydrogen that entered the iron lattice as 
follows. According to a variation of Sieverts' law (Sieverts, 1929), the rate of hydrogen 
absorption by metals exhibits a square root dependence on the ambient hydrogen pressure 
(Equation 2.3).  
 *,-./ = 0 .2 (2.3) 
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Therefore, if hydrogen gas is removed from the reaction cell, the pressure of hydrogen in the cell 
decreases as does the rate of hydrogen absorption into the iron. The decreased rate of hydrogen 
absorption into the iron causes more hydrogen to enter the gas and water phases and therefore 
results in an increased apparent corrosion rate. Conversely, if hydrogen gas is added to the 
reaction cell, the pressure of the cell increases resulting in an increased rate of hydrogen entry 
into the iron. This produces a decrease in the apparent rate curve. The response of the hydrogen 
entry rate into iron samples by these pressure changes is immediate resulting in the development 
of sharp discontinuities in the apparent corrosion rate curve.  
Since the overall corrosion of the iron is independent of the reaction cell pressure, the overall 
rate of hydrogen production is uniform. Therefore, by considering all of the hydrogen produced, 
including hydrogen that entered the gas phase, water phase and the iron lattice, the 
discontinuities in the apparent rate curve can be removed and a smooth corrosion rate curve can 
be established. The total rate of hydrogen production is equal to the apparent corrosion rate, 
which accounts for hydrogen entering the gas phase and water phase, plus the rate of hydrogen 
absorption by the iron (Equation 2.4). Since the rate of hydrogen absorption by the iron is equal 
to 0 .2, Equation 2.5 was used to remove discontinuities from the apparent corrosion rate curve.  
  34.. =  +	*,-./ (2.4) 
 34.. =  + 	0 .2 (2.5) 
The removal of discontinuities in the apparent rate curve was achieved using Equation 2.5 by 
substituting different k values using a trial and error approach until the rate curve was smooth. 
Student's t-tests were used to determine whether the trial and error approach was a valid method 
for selecting k values. Once the k value that removed the discontinuity was selected, 12 corrosion 
rate measurements 5 minutes apart were taken from before and after the discontinuity. Due to 
degassing of hydrogen from the water phase immediately following the evacuation, values 
within the first two hours following the discontinuity were not included. Using these values, 
independent average corrosion rates were calculated for before and after the discontinuity. A 
Student's t-test determined whether the two values were significantly different. This approach 
was used for the first discontinuity presented in Table C1 for each of the three H2OmetTM irons. 
The results of the Student's t-tests are included in Appendix C. In all cases, the Student's t-tests 
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revealed that the values were not significantly different. Therefore, trial and error was considered 
to be a valid method for the removal of discontinuities from the apparent corrosion rate curves.  
With the proper k value chosen and the discontinuities removed, the curve was referred to as a 
corrected corrosion rate curve. An example corrected corrosion rate curve is shown in Figure 
2.3.  
 
Figure 2.3: Example corrected corrosion rate curve with discontinuities removed using Equation 
2.5. The corrected corrosion rate curve accounts for hydrogen entering the gas phase, water 
phase and absorbed by the hydrogen.  
Once the apparent corrosion rate curve and the corrected corrosion rate curve were developed, 
the area under the apparent corrosion rate curve represented the hydrogen that entered the gas 
and aqueous phases and the area under the corrected corrosion rate curve represented the total 
hydrogen generated. Therefore, the hydrogen absorbed into the iron was approximated from the 
area between the two curves.  
2.2.4 Ultrasound Experiments 
To determine if ultrasonic treatment can release stored hydrogen from lattice imperfections such 
as microcracks and crystal boundaries, experiments were conducted to compare measured 
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hydrogen evolution in a control reaction cell to hydrogen evolution in a corresponding reaction 
cell that was exposed to ultrasonic treatment. Ultrasonic treatment consisted of suspending the 
cells in a Branson 5200 ultrasonic bath and running the bath on 30 min intervals. After each 
interval the bath was emptied and refilled with DI water to return the bath to 250C as quickly as 
possible.  
2.3 Results and Discussion 
Corrosion rate curves for H2OmetTM56, H2OmetTM58 and H2OmetTM86 irons were established 
using hydrogen evolution rates in closed reaction vessels over time.  
2.3.1 H2OmetTM56 Iron  
The H2OmetTM56 corrosion rate curve is shown in Figure 2.4. A k value of 0.13 mmol kg-1 d-1 
kPa-0.5 removed the discontinuities from the apparent rate curve. The corrected corrosion rate of 
H2OmetTM56 iron reached a steady-state value of approximately 2 mmol kg-1 d-1 after 50 h and 
remained constant for the remainder of the 200 h corrosion experiment. The corrosion rate of 
H2OmetTM56 iron was the lowest of the three irons studied. This is likely due to the presence of 
an oxide film on H2OmetTM56 iron as revealed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis (see Figure 
2.11). Using the area under the corrected rate curve to represent the total hydrogen produced and 
the area under the apparent rate curve to represent the hydrogen that entered the gaseous and 
aqueous phases, it was determined that H2OmetTM56 iron absorbed approximately 85% of the 
produced hydrogen.   
2.3.2 H2OmetTM58 Iron 
The H2OmetTM58 corrosion rate curve is shown in Figure 2.5. A k value of 0.30 mmol kg-1 d-1 
kPa-0.5 removed the discontinuities from the apparent rate curve. The corrected corrosion rate of 
H2OmetTM58 iron increased to approximately 10 mmol kg-1 d-1 after 100 h before declining to a 
steady-state corrosion rate of approximately 7.5 mmol kg-1 d-1 by 500 h. The corrosion rate of 
H2OmetTM58 was intermediate between the three irons studied. H2OmetTM58 iron absorbed 
approximately 30% of the produced hydrogen, far less than H2OmetTM56 iron.  
2.3.3  H2OmetTM86 Iron 
The H2OmetTM86 corrosion rate curve is shown in Figure 2.6. A k value of 0.39 mmol kg-1 d-1 
kPa-0.5 removed discontinuities from the early time (t<50 h) apparent rate curve however a single 
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k value was not effective at removing discontinuities from the entire rate curve. A k value of 1.0 
mmol kg-1 d-1 kPa-0.5 was required to remove later time discontinuities. The inability of a single k 
value to remove discontinuities from a changing corrosion rate curve is due to a relationship 
between k and corrosion rate. This relationship is discussed in Section 2.3.4. Using a k value of 
0.39 mmol kg-1 d-1 kPa-0.5, the corrected corrosion rate of H2OmetTM86 iron increased to above 
30 mmol kg-1 d-1 by 200 h. In addition to demonstrating the highest corrosion rate of the 
H2OmetTM irons, H2OmetTM86 demonstrated unique corrosion behaviour in which the corrosion 
rate increased, plateaued, then continued to increase rapidly for the duration of the corrosion 
experiment. The high corrosion rate of H2OmetTM86 may be attributed to the fine particle size 
distribution and absence of an initial oxide film on the iron. The unique corrosion behaviour may 
be attributed to an accelerating effect of hydrogen on the corrosion rate of the iron. The effect of 
hydrogen on iron corrosion rates is discussed in detail in Chapter 3. H2OmetTM86 iron absorbed 
less than 30% of the produced hydrogen gas, the least of the three irons.    
 
 
Figure 2.4: Corrected and apparent corrosion rate curves for a 300 h corrosion run using 
H2OmetTM56 iron. A k value of 0.13 mmol kg-1 d-1 kPa-0.5 was used to remove discontinuities 
from the apparent corrosion rate curve. Approximately 85% of the hydrogen was absorbed into 
H2OmetTM56.  
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Figure 2.5: Corrected and apparent corrosion rate curves for a 500 h corrosion run using 
H2OmetTM58 iron. A k value of 0.30 mmol kg-1 d-1 kPa-0.5 was used to remove discontinuities 
from the apparent corrosion rate curve. Approximately 30% of the hydrogen was absorbed into 
H2OmetTM58.  
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Figure 2.6: Corrected and apparent corrosion rate curves for a 200 h corrosion run using 
H2OmetTM86 iron. A k value of 0.39 mmol kg-1 d-1 kPa-0.5 was used to remove discontinuities 
from the apparent corrosion rate curve, however a single k value was not effective at removing 
all discontinuities. Less than 30% of the hydrogen was absorbed into H2OmetTM86. 
2.3.4 Effect of Corrosion Rate on Hydrogen Absorption 
When removing discontinuities from the H2OmetTM86 apparent corrosion rate curve, it was 
noted that a single k value was not effective at removing all discontinuities. In general, 
discontinuities during higher corrosion rates required larger k values than discontinuities during 
lower corrosion rates.  
To evaluate the relationship between k and corrosion rate, the k values effective at removing a 
discontinuity were plotted against the corrected corrosion rate immediately before the 
discontinuity for several discontinuities throughout the three H2OmetTM corrosion rate curves. 
The corrosion rate before the discontinuity is more representative of the actual corrosion rate of 
the iron than the corrosion rate after the discontinuity because when hydrogen is removed from a 
reaction cell to create a discontinuity, rapid diffusion of hydrogen gas out of the water phase 
causes the corrosion rate to very briefly appear higher than the actual value (Reardon, 1995). For 
H2OmetTM56, one discontinuity was chosen because one constant corrosion rate continued over 
the duration of the H2OmetTM56 reaction. For H2OmetTM58, values were obtained from three 
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discontinuities to represent three areas of distinctly different corrosion rates (early time, peak 
corrosion rate and late time). For H2OmetTM86 iron, it was possible to obtain values from six 
discontinuities with different corrosion rates due to the rapidly changing corrosion rate of 
H2OmetTM86 over the duration of the reaction. The k and corrosion rate values are provided in 
Table C1. Figure 2.7 shows that the relationship between k and corrosion rate is linear (R2 = 
0.990).  
 
Figure 2.7: Relationship between the k value effective at removing a given discontinuity and the 
corrosion rate immediately before the discontinuity for several discontinuities throughout the 
three H2OmetTM corrosion rate curves. A strong linear relationship exists between the two values 
(R2 = 0.99).  
All of the H2OmetTM irons appear to follow a similar relationship. To evaluate whether this 
relationship is generally applicable to many irons, possible causes for the relationship were 
considered. One possible explanation for the increasing value of k with increasing corrosion rate 
is accumulation of hydrogen gas at iron surfaces. When the rate of hydrogen production exceeds 
the rate at which hydrogen can diffuse away from the iron surface, hydrogen accumulates at the 
surface of the granules, resulting in higher effective pressures at iron surfaces. Since the rate of 
hydrogen absorption is related to the square root of the hydrogen pressure (Equation 2.3), higher 
pressures at iron surfaces result in higher rates of hydrogen absorption. Higher rates of hydrogen 
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absorption are obtained from Equation 2.3 by substituting higher k values. Therefore, as 
corrosion rate increases, hydrogen accumulates at iron surfaces causing an increase in the rate of 
hydrogen absorption which is observed as an increase in the value of k. 
However, k is an intrinsic property of the iron determined by the physicochemical characteristics 
such as method of production, milling history, number of lattice defects and properties of the 
oxide film (Reardon, 2013). Therefore, k should be a constant value, independent of corrosion 
rate. The observed relationship between k and corrosion rate is actually an artifact of using k to 
compensate for underestimation of the effective hydrogen pressures at iron surfaces. The 
ambient pressure at the pressure transducer is used in Equation 2.3 to calculate the rate of 
hydrogen entry, and since the pressure transducer does not detect pressure changes occurring at 
iron surfaces, accumulated effective hydrogen pressures are not considered in the calculation. 
These increased effective pressures are compensated for by increasing the value of k. Therefore, 
the k value used in Equation 2.3 is more accurately described as an apparent k value (k'') that is a 
combination of the intrinsic properties of the iron (k) and a correction factor (k') that accounts for 
accumulation of hydrogen at iron surfaces (k'' = k + k').   
Some of the features of the relationship between k'' and corrosion rate are shown in Figure 2.8. 
One such feature is Rmin, the minimum corrosion rate for which the relationship is valid. Below 
Rmin, the rate of hydrogen production is lower than the rate of hydrogen diffusion away from the 
iron granule so hydrogen accumulation does not occur. Since k' accounts for hydrogen 
accumulation, below Rmin k' is negligable and so k'' is equal to k. Since k is a constant, intrinsic 
property of the iron, below Rmin a zero-slope relationship exists between k'' and corrosion rate. 
As corrosion rate increases above Rmin, the rate of hydrogen production exceeds the rate of 
hydrogen diffusion and hydrogen begins to accumulate at the iron surface. This causes the 
correction factor, k', to increase, producing the observed positive relationship between k'' and 
corrosion rate.  
Because the rate of increase of k' is due to accumulated hydrogen at the iron surface, and not due 
to the intrinsic properties of the iron, the rate of increase should be consistent between irons. 
However, the magnitude of k is governed by the intrinsic properties of the iron, so a vertical shift 
in the relationship should occur between irons with different k values. No vertical shift was 
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observed between the three H2OmetTM irons as all irons fell along the same linear regression line 
(Figure 2.7). However, all of the H2OmetTM irons were formed by a similar manufacturing 
process (H2OmetTM: Groundwater Remediation the Natural Way, 2010) and therefore may have 
similar intrinsic k values. Figure 2.8 illustrates this concept with the black line representing one 
iron and the gray line representing another iron with a different k value. Both irons demonstrate 
the same rate of increase of k'' with increasing corrosion rate, but the irons are vertically shifted 
due to differing intrinsic k values.  
 
Figure 2.8: Proposed relationship between apparent k, k'', and corrosion rate. Below Rmin, 
hydrogen does not accumulate at iron surfaces and k'' is equal to k. Above Rmin hydrogen 
accumulation results in an increase in k' and therefore an increase in k''.  
A general equation capable of removing discontinuities from the H2OmetTM apparent rate curves 
was developed using the relationship in Figure 2.7 and the concepts illustrated in Figure 2.8. The 
relationship was developed beginning with Equation 2.6, the regression line from Figure 2.7, 
setting the equation equal to the apparent k value, referred to as k''. Then, k was substituted as 
the y-intercept to account for the vertical shift in the relationship resulting from the different k 
values of different irons. Rmin was also incorporated to account for the horizontal shift in the 
relationship that is caused by hydrogen accumulation beginning at the minimum corrosion rate at 
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which the rate of hydrogen production exceeds the rate of hydrogen diffusion away from the iron 
surface. 
 0′′ = 0.0266 ∙ 34.. + 0.0955 (2.6) 
 0′′ = 0.0266 ∙ (34.. − :;,) + 	0    (2.7) 
By substituting Equation 2.7 for k in Equation 2.5 (34.. =  + 	0 .2) and assuming Rmin is 
small, a simplified equation (Equation 2.8) was obtained. The assumption that Rmin is small is 
reasonable because H2OmetTM56 plots along the k'' versus corrosion rate regression line in 
Figure 2.7. Therefore, 2 mmol kg-1 d-1 is larger than Rmin because it plots along the increasing 
linear relationship and not the zero-slope relationship that exists below Rmin. Because Rmin is 
smaller than 2 mmol kg-1 d-1, and 2 mmol kg-1 d-1 is small compared to the corrosion rates in 
Figure 2.7, it is reasonable to assume that Rmin is small. Rmin is likely that Rmin is smaller than 2 
mmol kg-1 d-1 however further research is required to determine the actual value of Rmin. The 
simplified Equation 2.8 is as follows.  
 34.. = 	 +	(0.0266 ∙ 34.. + 	0) 


 
 
(2.8) 
Rearranging Equation 2.8 for Rcorr results in Equation 2.9.  
 
 
34.. =	  + 	0 


1 − 0.0266 ∙  


 
 
(2.9) 
Equation 2.9 follows a similar form to Equation 2.10 which was proposed by Reardon (2005) as 
a possible improvement to the original Equation 2.5.  
 
34.. =	 + 	0 


1 − <  
 
(2.10) 
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Equation 2.9 was used to remove the discontinuities from the H2OmetTM corrosion rate curves. 
The corrected corrosion rate curves are shown in Figure 2.9. For H2OmetTM56 and H2OmetTM58, 
Equation 2.9 removed discontinuities as effectively as Equation 2.5. For H2OmetTM86, Equation 
2.9 significantly improved the removal of discontinuities from the apparent corrosion rate curve. 
For all of the H2OmetTM irons, a k value of 0.08 mmol kg-1 d-1 kPa-0.5 was used. A common k 
value between the H2OmetTM irons explains the observation that all of the H2OmetTM irons 
followed a similar k versus corrosion rate relationship (Figure 2.7). Further research is required 
to determine whether Equation 2.9 applies generally to many iron materials, however the 
equation is valid for the three H2OmetTM irons studied.  
Presented alongside the corrected corrosion rate curves in Figure 2.9 are corresponding plots of 
k'' versus time for each of the H2OmetTM irons. Equation 2.6 was used to calculate the value of k'' 
in these plots. Since the rate of hydrogen absorption is directly related to k (or k'') and the 
reaction cell pressure (Equation 2.3), these plots represent the rate of hydrogen absorption 
normalized to the pressure in the reaction cell. The importance of normalizing hydrogen 
absorption to the reaction cell pressure is discussed in more detail in the following section. 
Figure 2.9 shows that H2OmetTM56 iron, the iron with the lowest corrosion rate, absorbed 
hydrogen at the lowest rate. H2OmetTM86 iron, the iron with the highest corrosion rate, absorbed 
hydrogen at the highest rate. The corrosion rate of H2OmetTM58 was intermediate between the 
other two irons as was its hydrogen absorption rate. In general, the rate of hydrogen absorption 
appears to be related to the overall corrosion rate of the iron.  
The lower hydrogen absorption rate of H2OmetTM56 iron does not contradict the findings in 
Section 2.3.1 that H2OmetTM56 iron absorbed the highest proportion of corrosion-produced 
hydrogen. The factors governing proportions of hydrogen absorption by the H2OmetTM irons are 
considered in the following section.  
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of corrosion rate curves and k'' values for each of the H2OmetTM irons 
over time. k'' is used to represent the rate of hydrogen entry normalized to the ambient pressure 
in the reaction cell. H2OmetTM56 demonstrates the lowest rate of hydrogen entry followed by 
H2OmetTM58 and H2OmetTM86 respectively. 
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2.3.5 Effect of Oxide Film on Hydrogen Absorption 
In Section 2.3.4, the rate of hydrogen absorption was found to be related to the overall corrosion 
rate of the iron. Factors governing the proportion of corrosion-produced hydrogen absorbed by 
the iron lattice are evaluated in this section. 
Hydrogen proportions were calculated using the ratio of the rate of hydrogen absorption to the 
total rate of hydrogen production (Equation 2.12). However, the rate of hydrogen absorption 
depends on the ambient pressure in the reaction cell (Equation 2.3), and because different 
corrosion reactions have different reaction cell pressures over time, comparison of the 
proportions of hydrogen absorption between irons must be normalized to reaction cell pressure. 
To normalize the proportion of hydrogen absorption to pressure, it is convenient to choose unit 
pressure (1 kPa). Then the hydrogen absorption proportion reduces to the ratio of k and the total 
rate of hydrogen production (Rcorr) as shown in Equation 2.12. 
 
=>?>=@A>B	CB@=D = *,-./34.. =	
0 


34.. =	
0
34.. 
 
(2.12) 
Hydrogen absorption proportions for five irons were determined by taking the k value effective 
at removing the first discontinuitiy divided by the corrosion rate immediately before the first 
discontinuitiy. The results are shown in Figure 2.10.  
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of hydrogen absorption proportions of H2OmetTM56, H2OmetTM58, 
H2OmetTM86, Alfa Aesar and Connelly iron. The values were calculated for the irons after 50 h 
of corrosion. The results demonstrate that the oxidized irons absorb a greater proportion of the 
produced hydrogen than the pure iron materials. 
Of the H2OmetTM irons, the hydrogen absorption proportion of H2OmetTM56 iron is higher than 
the hydrogen absorption proportions of H2OmetTM58 and H2OmetTM86. X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
analysis on the “as received” H2OmetTM irons revealed that H2OmetTM56 contained sizeable 
amounts of magnetite/maghemite while the other two irons were predominately composed of 
iron metal (Figure 2.11). 
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Figure 2.11: XRD analysis on "as received" H2OmetTM56, H2OmetTM58 and H2OmetTM86 irons 
demonstrates that H2OmetTM56 contains magnetite/maghemite while H2OmetTM58 and 
H2OmetTM86 are composed predominately of iron metal. 
The presence of an oxide film may increase the hydrogen absorption proportion of an iron. 
Hydrogen gas is produced at the iron/oxide interface and must diffuse away from the iron surface 
to enter the aqueous phase (and gas phase if present). The presence of an oxide film would slow 
the diffusion of hydrogen away from the iron surface and should enhance the residence times and 
thus the proportion of hydrogen entering the iron lattice. 
The hydrogen absorption proportions of the other two irons in Figure 2.10, Connelly and Alfa 
Aesar, lend further support to the proposed effect of oxide films on hydrogen absorption 
proportions. Connelly iron, the iron with the highest hydrogen absorption proportion, is a heavily 
oxidized iron (Figure A4) with an oxide film consisting of hematite and magnetite (Ritter et al., 
2002). The higher absorption proportion of Connelly iron compared to H2OmetTM56 iron may be 
due to the degree of oxidation as the Connelly film is continuous and extensive while the 
H2OmetTM56 film is discontinuous as revealed by SEM images (see Figure 3.8). In contrast, Alfa 
Aesar iron, a 99.98% Fe unoxidized granular iron (Figure A5), demonstrates the lowest hydrogen 
absorption proportion of the irons. In general, the oxidized irons (Connelly and H2OmetTM56) 
Iron Metal 
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demonstrate higher hydrogen absorption proportions than the unoxidized irons (H2OmetTM86, 
H2OmetTM58 and Alfa Aesar).  
2.3.6 Ultrasonic Treatment 
Absorption of hydrogen into metals provides a reservoir of stored electrons within the iron that 
may be used in remediation reactions. However, use of these stored electrons requires release of 
hydrogen atoms from trapping sites within the iron lattice. Zhao and Reardon (2012) investigated 
the use of trapped hydrogen for the remediation of contaminants by comparing TCE degradation 
rates of irons that were charged at high hydrogen pressures to those of irons that were maintained 
at low pressures of hydrogen. The results of a series of batch experiments on QMP and Connelly 
iron indicated no significant difference in contaminant degradation rates between low and high 
hydrogen pressure treated irons. The authors attributed this to the high binding energies of 
hydrogen stored in the iron and suggested that certain physical, chemical or microbiological 
methods may be required to release trapped hydrogen for use in remediation reactions. In this 
section, the potential of ultrasonic treatment for release of stored hydrogen from lattice 
imperfections such as microcraks and crystal boundaries was investigated.  
Sonochemistry (the chemistry of ultrasound) is based on the transfer of energy from an acoustic 
transducer to water molecules which alternately compress and stretch. This creates pressure 
differentials in the liquid and results in the formation of cavitation microbubbles. (Peters, 1996, 
Mason and Lorimer, 1988). Large pressure differentials between the bubbles and the surrounding 
liquid cause the bubbles to collapse, generating high temperatures and pressures (Suslick and 
Price, 1999, Gong and Hart, 1998). The localized temperatures and pressures associated with 
cavitation bubble collapse can be a unique method of driving chemical reactions (Suslick and 
Price, 1999).  
Ultrasonic treatment may be capable of removing trapped hydrogen from iron lattice 
imperfections. One process by which cavitation may facilitate the release of trapped hydrogen 
from iron is by generating temperatures higher than those required for hydrogen release from 
imperfections such as grain boundaries (1110C), dislocations (2140C) and microvoids (3050C) 
(Choo and Lee, 1982). Alternatively, cavitation near the iron-solution interface can produce 
high-velocity water jets that penetrate the iron surface (Suslick and Price, 1999). These water jets 
can impart physical disturbances on the iron and may facilitate hydrogen release.  
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Ultrasound has been previously used in groundwater treatment for different applications. 
Previous researchers have demonstrated that ultrasonic treatment can improve the remediation of 
organic contaminants such as TCE, chloroform and carbon tetrachloride by enhancing 
contaminant desorption, decomposition and volatilization (Thangavadivel et al., 2010, Wu et al., 
1995). Geiger et al. (2003) were among the first to implement ultrasound technology on a field-
scale by lowering submergible resonators into wells with the objective of removing mineral 
precipitates and corrosion products from the PRB. At this time, however, ultrasonic treatment 
has not been applied to PRBs for the purpose of hydrogen release.  
Use of ultrasonic treatment for the removal of trapped hydrogen was investigated by comparing 
hydrogen evolution rates during ultrasonic treatment to corresponding hydrogen evolution rates 
under control conditions. H2OmetTM56 iron was chosen for the ultrasound experiments due to its 
ability to absorb large proportions of corrosion-produced hydrogen. Figure 2.12 contains a pair 
of control and ultrasound treated hydrogen evolution rate curves. A k value of 0.18 mmol kg-1 d-1 
kPa-0.5 was used to remove discontinuities from the control apparent rate curve and a k value of 
0.30 mmol kg-1 d-1 kPa-0.5 was used to remove discontinuities from the ultrasound treated 
apparent rate curve.   
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Figure 2.12: Comparison of corrosion rate curves for low-treated H2OmetTM56 iron under control 
conditions (black) and submerged in an ultrasonic water bath (white). The variability in the 
ultrasound corrosion rate curve is due to temperature fluctuations of the water bath as a result of 
the cavitation process. The ultrasound corrosion rate curve is significantly (95% confidence) 
higher than the control corrosion rate curve.  
Figure 2.12 demonstrates that the ultrasound treated hydrogen evolution rate curve is 
significantly higher (95% confidence) than the control hydrogen evolution rate curve. The higher 
hydrogen evolution rate of the ultrasound treated run may be due to hydrogen release from the 
iron, however other factors may also have produced the observed increase. Repositioning of 
particles within the reaction cells due to physical disturbances caused by the ultrasonic treatment 
would expose areas of fresh iron thus increasing the corrosion rate. Ultrasonic treatment may 
also remove oxide species from the granules, which would expose areas of bare iron metal and 
increase the corrosion rate of the iron. Although the temperature bath was run on intervals and 
refilled between intervals in an attempt to maintain a temperature of 250C, heat generated by 
cavitation resulted in fluctuations in the water temperature of the bath and caused major 
variability in the ultrasound treated rate curve. These temperature fluctuations create a challenge 
in interpreting the ultrasound treated corrosion rate data.  
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To determine whether the higher hydrogen evolution rate of the ultrasound treated run was due 
to hydrogen release or to other factors, the irons were treated at low and high hydrogen pressures 
for 14 d before the cells were evacuated and hydrogen evolution rate curves were collected. 
Assuming that the higher hydrogen evolution rate of the ultrasound treated sample observed in 
Figure 2.12 was due to hydrogen release from lattice imperfections, the high treated iron should 
contain more absorbed hydrogen and therefore release more hydrogen resulting in a greater 
increase in the ultrasound treated apparent hydrogen evolution rate above the control rate 
compared to the low treated iron.  
The ultrasound and control hydrogen evolution rate curves from Figure 2.12 were collected 
following a low hydrogen pressure treatment period. These hydrogen evolution rate curves were 
compared to similar rate curves that were collected following a high hydrogen pressure treatment 
period (Figure 2.13). In Figure 2.13, a k value of 0.11 mmol kg-1 d-1 kPa-0.5 was used to remove 
discontinuities from the control apparent rate curve and a k value of 0.21 mmol kg-1 d-1 kPa-0.5 
was used to remove discontinuities from the ultrasound treated apparent rate curve. 
 
Figure 2.13: Comparison of corrosion rate curves for high-treated H2OmetTM56 iron under 
control conditions (black) and submerged in an ultrasonic water bath (white). The ultrasound 
corrosion rate curve is significantly (95% confidence) higher than the control corrosion rate 
curve. 
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To evaluate the ability for ultrasonic treatment to release lattice stored hydrogen, the increase in 
hydrogen evolution rate of the ultrasound treated, high pressure treated iron above the hydrogen 
evolution rate of the control, high pressure treated iron was compared to the increase in the 
hydrogen evolution rate of the ultrasound treated, low pressure treated iron above the hydrogen 
evolution rate of the control, low pressure treated iron. The results are shown in Figure 2.14.    
 
Figure 2.14: Comparison of the difference between the ultrasound and control corrosion rate 
curves for low and high hydrogen pressure treated H2OmetTM56. No significant difference (95% 
confidence) between the low and high treated samples was observed indicating that ultrasonic 
treatment did not facilitate hydrogen release.  
The ultrasound induced increase in the hydrogen evolution rate of the high treated sample was 
not larger than the ultrasound induced increase in the hydrogen evolution rate of the low treated 
sample. This similarity indicates that the increase in hydrogen evolution rate due to ultrasonic 
treatment observed in Figure 2.12 and 2.13 was not due to hydrogen release from the iron. 
Therefore ultrasonic treatment does not appear to be capable of facilitating hydrogen release. 
Other factors, such as repositioning of the iron granules or removal of the oxide film could 
explain the increased corrosion rate under ultrasound conditions. It was observed that the iron 
granules were repositioned in the reaction cells following ultrasonic treatment. This may have 
created cavities between iron granules and resulted in increased exposed surface area and 
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therefore increased hydrogen evolution rates of the ultrasound treated samples. Temperature 
fluctuations during the reactions make it difficult to properly interpret the corrosion rate data.  
Although ultrasonic treatment did not appear to facilitate hydrogen release from the H2OmetTM 
iron under the conditions of this study, similar studies on different irons and at different 
ultrasound frequencies could prove useful. Further studies aimed at reducing the temperature 
variability during the corrosion run could also be beneficial. One possible method for reducing 
the effect of temperature on the hydrogen evolution rate data is to run the ultrasound bath or an 
ultrasonic probe on shorter intervals to prevent the temperature from increasing substantially 
during the ultrasonic interval and allowing the water to return to 250C between intervals.  
2.4 Conclusion 
Absorption of hydrogen gas generated by the anaerobic corrosion of iron has favourable effects 
on the performance of PRBs by mitigating reduction to porosity and permeability and preventing 
hydrogen from escaping the PRB. Hydrogen absorption also creates a stored electron resource 
within the iron for use in remediation reactions. However, utilization of stored hydrogen for 
groundwater remediation is an emerging field and many details must be elucidated before the 
viability of the technology can be appropriately assessed. In this study, factors governing 
hydrogen absorption by three H2OmetTM irons and two other iron samples were investigated 
using hydrogen evolution rate curves. Ultrasound as a potential method for enhancing hydrogen 
release was also discussed. 
Rates of hydrogen absorption were observed to be related to the overall corrosion rate of the iron 
as indicated by a linear increase in k with increasing corrosion rate. The observed relationship 
between k and corrosion rate was attributed to hydrogen pressure accumulation at iron surfaces 
due to the rate of hydrogen production exceeding the rate of hydrogen diffusion away from the 
iron surface.  
The proportion of corrosion-produced hydrogen that was absorbed by the iron appeared to be 
influenced by the presence of an oxide film on the iron granules. Irons with oxide films were 
observed to absorb higher proportions of hydrogen than irons with bare iron surfaces. Higher 
proportions of hydrogen absorption in the presence of oxide films may be a result of longer 
residence times of hydrogen at iron surfaces due to a slowed diffusion process. 
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Ultrasonic treatment was evaluated as a potential method of release of lattice stored hydrogen. 
Preliminary results demonstrated that ultrasonic treatment was not effective at removing 
hydrogen from H2OmetTM56 iron under the conditions of the study, however temperature 
variations introduced challenges in the interpretation of the corrosion rate curves. Further work 
aimed at reducing temperature variability during ultrasound treatment and investigating different 
irons and different ultrasonic frequencies could prove useful. In addition to ultrasonic treatment, 
further research should include evaluation of chemical and microbiological methods of hydrogen 
release.  
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3 EFFECT OF HYDROGEN ON IRON CORROSION RATES 
3.1 Background 
The extensive body of literature on hydrogen-metal interactions demonstrates that hydrogen can 
physically and chemically affect metal properties (Johnson, 1988, Hirth, 1980). As a result of 
these effects, changes to the corrosion rate of the metal may occur. Since iron corrosion rates 
influence PRB performance, hydrogen induced changes to corrosion rates should be considered 
in evaluations of PRB performance. In this chapter, the effect of hydrogen gas on the corrosion 
rates of H2OmetTM56 and Connelly irons were evaluated. H2OmetTM56 and Connelly iron were 
considered because both irons have applications in PRBs.  
Influence of hydrogen on iron corrosion rates may occur by a variety of mechanisms. Absorption 
of hydrogen by iron, known as hydrogen embrittlement (HE), results in accumulation of 
hydrogen within iron and may facilitate a process known as hydrogen induced cracking (HIC) 
(Timmins, 1997). HIC increases the exposed surface area of the iron and therefore would be 
expected to increase corrosion rate. Even in cases where absorbed hydrogen concentrations are 
not sufficient to cause HIC, hydrogen enhanced anodic dissolution may occur (Mao and Li, 
1998). Hydrogen enhanced anodic dissolution refers to the accelerated dissolution of iron in the 
presence of hydrogen (Qiao and Luo, 1998). Hydrogen may also influence iron oxide film 
properties. The stability and thickness of oxide films has been observed to decrease in the 
presence of hydrogen (Yu et al., 2003, Yu et al., 2002). Hydrogen can render oxide films more 
susceptible to pitting corrosion (Ningshen et al., 2006) and can facilitate the reduction of iron 
oxides within passive films, significantly altering oxide film composition (Pineau et al., 2007) 
and therefore iron corrosion rate.  
All of these effects of hydrogen on iron have important implications on PRB performance. In this 
chapter, the effects of sustained hydrogen contact on the corrosion rates of two irons with 
applications in PRBs were investigated. H2OmetTM56 iron and Connelly iron were treated at low 
and high hydrogen pressures for 14 d after which corrosion rate curves were collected. Possible 
mechanisms for the observed effect of hydrogen treatment on iron corrosion rates as well as 
implications of the findings to PRB design considerations were evaluated.  
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3.2 Methods 
3.2.1 Materials 
Two irons with applications in PRBs were used to evaluate the effect of hydrogen treatment on 
iron corrosion rate: H2OmetTM56 iron and Connelly iron. H2OmetTM56 iron contains a 
magnetite/maghemite surface coating (see Figure 2.11) and has a BET surface area of 0.17 m2/g.  
The physical appearance, particle size distribution and chemical composition of H2OmetTM56 
iron are included in Figure A1, Table A1 and Table A2 respectively. Connelly iron contains a 
highly oxidized ferric oxide surface coating as evidenced by its reddish-brown physical 
appearance (Figure A4). The Connelly iron tested is composed of 89.8% Fe and 2.85% C with a 
surface area of 1.22 m2/g (Zhao, 2010).  
To evaluate potential mechanisms for the observed effect of hydrogen on iron corrosion rate, 
additional hydrogen treatment experiments were conducted using 99.98% pure Alfa Aesar iron 
granules. The surface area of Alfa Aesar iron is 5.08x10-4 m2/g based on the assumption of a 
cubic shape and average grain size of 1.5 mm for each granule. The physical appearance of Alfa 
Aesar iron is shown in Figure A5.  
3.2.2 Hydrogen Treatment Experiments 
The hydrogen treatment corrosion experiments were conducted according to the procedure 
described in Chapter 2 with a few exceptions. After preparing the cells as described in Chapter 2 
and evacuating both cells, the high treatment cell was pressurized with analytical grade hydrogen 
to approximately 400 kPa while the low treatment cell was left under evacuated conditions. To 
maintain low hydrogen pressure conditions in the low treatment cell, the cell was frequently 
evacuated using a Two Stage High Vacuum Pump (Edwards Ltd.). To maintain high hydrogen 
pressure conditions in the high treatment cell, hydrogen was added to the cell if sufficient 
hydrogen was absorbed by the iron to reduce the pressure below approximately 200 kPa.    
To allow for measurements of pressures above the burst pressure of the 0-15AV pressure 
transducer (approximately 300 kPa), the high treatment cell was outfitted with an Omega PX302-
050AV pressure transducer (burst pressure of approximately 600 kPa). An Omega PX319-
015AV pressure transducer was used for the low treatment cell. The cells were maintained at low 
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and high hydrogen pressures for 14 d before both cells were evacuated. This evacuation marked 
the beginning of the post-treatment corrosion experiments.  
To prevent oxidation of the irons following the corrosion experiment, used iron was stored in 
Mason jars flushed with analytical grade prepurified nitrogen. The samples were then dried using 
a Two Stage High Vacuum Pump (Edwards Ltd.) prior to scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
analysis.  
3.2.3 Iron Oxidation Experiments  
To determine whether reduction of iron oxides by hydrogen gas occurred under the temperature 
and pressure conditions of the corrosion experiments, a series of iron oxidation experiments were 
conducted using Alfa Aesar iron. Initially, a baseline corrosion rate curve was collected for Alfa 
Aesar iron and used to determine the total hydrogen produced during 200 h of corrosion. This 
value was denoted as X moles of hydrogen gas.  
A second Alfa Aesar corrosion experiment was then conducted in which enough oxygen was 
added to produce X moles of Fe(OH)3. The amount of oxygen required was calculated as 
follows: 
X = 0.00233 mol H2 
 6	 + 3	 + 	4	 ↔ 4(	) 
           0.001747 mol        X = 0.00233 mol 
(3.1) 
 = 	B? = 	
(0.001747	H>I)(8.3144621K	0L	H>I	$)(298.15	$)
(101.1	0L) = 0.043	K 
Therefore, X moles of Fe(OH)3 were produced by the addition of 43 mL of O2(g) to the reaction 
cell at the beginning of the corrosion reaction. Based on the reaction for gaseous reduction of 
iron oxides by hydrogen gas (Equation 3.2), X moles of Fe(OH)3 would consume half of the 
hydrogen gas produced during the reaction. This would result in a corrosion rate for the 
oxidation reaction of half the baseline corrosion rate.   
 () + 	2(	) 	↔ 2(	) + 	2	 (3.2) 
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Similarly, in a second oxidation experiment, 86 mL of oxygen was added to the reaction cell to 
produce 2X moles of Fe(OH)3. According to Equation 3.2, 2X moles of Fe(OH)3 would consume 
all of the hydrogen produced by the corrosion reaction.  
3.3 Results and Discussion 
H2OmetTM56 and Connelly irons were treated under low and high hydrogen pressures for 14 d 
after which corrosion rate curves were established to investigate the effect of hydrogen treatment 
on iron corrosion rates.    
3.3.1 H2OmetTM56 Iron 
The corrected corrosion rate curves for the post-treatment period for low and high treated 
H2OmetTM56 iron are presented in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2. A k value of 0.18 mmol kg-1 d-1 
kPa-0.5 removed discontinuities from the low treated H2OmetTM56 apparent rate curve while a k 
value of 0.11 mmol kg-1 d-1 kPa-0.5 removed discontinuities from the high treated H2OmetTM56 
apparent rate curve. 
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Figure 3.1: Post-treatment corrected and apparent corrosion rate curves for H2OmetTM56 iron 
treated under low pressures of hydrogen for 14 d.  
 
Figure 3.2: Post-treatment corrected and apparent corrosion rate curves for H2OmetTM56 iron 
treated under high pressures of hydrogen for 14 d. 
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The corrosion rate of the low treated H2OmetTM56 iron was significantly (95% confidence) 
higher than the corrosion rate of the high treated H2OmetTM56 iron (Figure 3.3).  
 
Figure 3.3: Comparison of post-treatment corrected rate curves for low and high treated 
H2OmetTM56 iron. The post-treatment corrected corrosion rate of low treated H2OmetTM iron was 
a factor of two higher than the post-treatment corrected corrosion rate of high treated H2OmetTM 
iron.  
3.3.2 Connelly Iron 
The post-treatment corrected corrosion rate curves for low and high treated Connelly iron are 
presented in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 respectively. A k value of 0.070 mmol kg-1 d-1 kPa-0.5 
removed discontinuities from the low treated Connelly apparent rate curve and a k value of 0.060 
mmol kg-1 d-1 kPa-0.5 removed discontinuities from the high treated Connelly apparent rate curve. 
The negative apparent rates indicate that the rate of hydrogen absorption was greater than the 
rate of hydrogen production during those periods.  
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Figure 3.4: Post-treatment corrected and apparent corrosion rate curves for Connelly iron treated 
under low pressures of hydrogen for 14 d. 
 
Figure 3.5: Post-treatment corrected and apparent corrosion rate curves for Connelly iron treated 
under high pressures of hydrogen for 14 d.  
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The corrosion rates of low and high treated Connelly iron did not differ significantly (95% 
confidence) except for at early time when the high treated Connelly corrosion rate exceeded than 
the low treated Connelly corrosion rate (Figure 3.6).  
 
Figure 3.6: Comparison of post-treatment corrected rate curves for low and high treated Connelly 
iron. No significant difference in the post-treatment corrosion rates of the two samples was 
observed.  
The observations from Figure 3.1 to 3.6 are summarized as follows: 
1.  The post-treatment corrosion rate of low treated H2OmetTM56 iron was higher than the 
post-treatment corrosion rate of high treated H2OmetTM56 iron.  
2. There was no difference between the post-treatment corrosion rates of low and high 
treated Connelly iron.  
A discussion of potential explanations for the effect of hydrogen treatment on H2OmetTM56 and 
Connelly iron corrosion rates is included in the following sections.    
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3.3.3 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Analysis 
SEM analysis was conducted on low and high treated H2OmetTM56 irons following the corrosion 
experiments to investigate possible causes for the reduced corrosion rate of high treated 
H2OmetTM56 iron. The SEM images are included in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.7: SEM photographs of low pressure treated H2OmetTM56 iron (top) and high pressure 
treated H2OmetTM56 iron (bottom). The images demonstrate more oxide crystals and the 
presence of tubercles on the high pressure treated iron indicating that the high treated iron has 
reached a more advanced stage of iron corrosion than the low pressure treated iron.    
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Figure 3.8: SEM photographs of low pressure treated H2OmetTM56 iron (top) and high pressure 
treated H2OmetTM56 iron (bottom). The images demonstrate a more uniform and extensive oxide 
film (gray) on the high hydrogen treated iron and more areas of exposed iron metal (white) on 
the low hydrogen treated iron.  
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Figure 3.7 indicates that the iron oxide surface coating of the high pressure treated H2OmetTM56 
iron contains oxide clusters known as tubercles while the low pressure treated iron does not. The 
presence of tubercles is indicative of a later stage of iron corrosion (Sarin, 2004a). Although 
corrosion begins relatively uniformly, as the reaction proceeds thicker areas of oxide film 
develop above anodic sites. Anodic sites are regions where the iron dissolution reaction occurs. 
Although the thick oxide film above anodic sites prevents oxidizers, in this case water, from 
reaching the iron surface, oxidizers can travel to thinner areas of the oxide film causing electron 
transfer through the iron from anodic sites to oxidant rich areas. This allows the iron dissolution 
reaction to proceed at anodic sites, releasing Fe2+ ions into the thick oxide film layer above the 
anodic sites. Here, the Fe2+ ions encounter anions such as OH- and precipitate as (hydr)oxide 
species such as Fe(OH)2. This results in further oxide deposition in the already thick oxide 
locations above anodic sites and the formation of tubercles such as those observed in Figure 3.7. 
Since tubercles form following continued corrosion, the presence of these structures on the high 
treated iron and their absence on the low treated iron suggest that the high treated iron achieved a 
more advanced stage of iron corrosion than the low treated iron in the same time period. 
Figure 3.8 also suggests more advanced iron corrosion on the high hydrogen treated iron 
compared to the low treated iron. From Figure 3.8, the low treated H2OmetTM56 iron contains 
more exposed metallic iron (white) and therefore a less extensive oxide film (gray) than the high 
treated H2OmetTM56 iron. Since continued corrosion results in oxide film precipitation, the more 
extensive oxide film on the high treated iron indicates a more advanced stage of iron corrosion.  
Oxide film precipitation occurs by a dissolution-precipitation process in which Fe0 dissolves as 
Fe2+ and subsequently precipitates as FeOH before conversion to Fe3O4 (Odziemkowski et al., 
1998). Therefore, enhanced iron dissolution during high hydrogen treatment is a possible 
explanation for the increased oxide film precipitation on the high hydrogen treated iron 
compared to the low hydrogen treated iron. Through a process known as hydrogen enhanced 
anodic dissolution, hydrogen is capable of accelerating the dissolution of metals such as iron and 
steel (Yu et al., 2003, Qiao and Luo, 1998). In the following section, hydrogen enhanced anodic 
dissolution is discussed as a possible explanation for the observed effect of hydrogen on iron 
corrosion rates. The subsequent sections consider the possible influences of two other effects of 
hydrogen-iron interactions: reduction of iron oxides and hydrogen induced pitting corrosion.  
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3.3.4 Hydrogen Enhanced Anodic Dissolution 
Hydrogen enhanced anodic dissolution describes the accelerated dissolution of metals in the 
presence of hydrogen. This effect of hydrogen on metal dissolution was proposed by Qiao and 
Luo (1998) and has since been observed by subsequent researchers (Huang et al., 2011, Dan et 
al., 2010, Yu et al., 2003, Mao and Li, 1998). Although not well understood, it is thought that 
hydrogen enhanced anodic dissolution occurs due to accumulation of hydrogen within the metal 
which causes changes to the internal energy and entropy associated with the dissolution reaction 
(Mao and Li, 1998).  
To evaluate whether hydrogen enhanced anodic dissolution is a potential explanation for the 
observed difference in the post-treatment corrosion rates of low and high hydrogen treated 
H2OmetTM56 iron, hydrogen treatment experiments were carried out on 99.98% pure Alfa Aesar 
iron (see Methods). Although many of the processes by which hydrogen affects iron corrosion 
require the presence of a surface film (hydrogen induced pitting corrosion, reduction of iron 
oxides), hydrogen enhanced anodic dissolution has been documented to occur on bare metals 
(Gu et al., 1999). The surface of Alfa Aesar iron is initially bare, so decrease in the post-
treatment corrosion rate of high pressure treated Alfa Aesar iron would provide evidence for 
hydrogen enhanced anodic dissolution as a possible mechanism for the observed effect of 
hydrogen treatment on H2OmetTM56 iron corrosion rates. No decrease in the post-treatment 
corrosion rate of high treated Alfa Aesar iron would suggest that a process causing changes to 
the oxide film is responsible for the observed effect.   
Alfa Aesar iron was treated under low and high hydrogen pressures for 7 d. Figure 3.9 compares 
the post-treatment corrected corrosion rates of low and high treated Alfa Aesar iron.   
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of post-treatment corrected corrosion rate curves for low and high 
treated Alfa Aesar iron following 7 d of treatment at low and high hydrogen pressures. High 
hydrogen treatment resulted in a decreased post-treatment corrosion rate of Alfa Aesar iron. 
The post-treatment corrosion rate of high treated Alfa Aesar iron was significantly (95% 
confidence) lower than the post-treatment corrosion rate of low treated Alfa Aesar iron over 300 
h (Figure 3.9). This is similar to what was observed for H2OmetTM56 iron, although not as 
pronounced. The less pronounced effect of hydrogen on Alfa Aesar iron corrosion rates may be 
due to the lower surface area of Alfa Aesar iron and the lower treatment period for Alfa Aesar 
iron compared to H2OmetTM56 iron. The similar response of the two irons to hydrogen treatment 
provides evidence for hydrogen enhanced anodic dissolution as a possible explanation for the 
decreased corrosion rate of the high treated irons. As Alfa Aesar iron is a bare iron with no initial 
oxide present, other mechanisms of hydrogen influence on corrosion rate (hydrogen induced 
pitting corrosion, reduction of iron oxides) are not viable explanations, however hydrogen 
enhanced anodic dissolution can occur on bare metal surfaces and remains a possible explanation 
for the observed effect.  
The corrosion behaviour of the irons during the treatment period can also be used to evaluate 
hydrogen enhanced anodic dissolution as a possible explanation for the reduced corrosion rate of 
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high treated H2OmetTM56. Due to a leak in the high treated reaction vessel during the high 
treatment period, a corrosion rate curve for the hydrogen treatment period of high treated Alfa 
Aesar iron was not available. However, an intermediate Alfa Aesar treatment run in which 
hydrogen pressures were maintained between approximately 100 kPa and 150 kPa was also 
conducted. The post-treatment corrosion rate of the Alfa Aesar intermediate treated iron 
demonstrated a similar response to hydrogen treatment as was observed in the post-treatment 
corrosion rate of the high treated Alfa Aesar iron although the response was smaller in 
magnitude. Therefore, the treatment period for the intermediate treated iron is considered to be a 
muted representation of the treatment period for the high treated iron. Figure 3.10 compares the 
corrosion rates during the treatment period for low and intermediate hydrogen pressure treated 
Alfa Aesar iron.  
 
Figure 3.10: Comparison of treatment period corrosion rates for Alfa Aesar iron treated at low 
and intermediate hydrogen pressures. Intermediate hydrogen pressures resulted in a more rapid 
increase and subsequent decline to lower hydrogen evolution rate than low hydrogen pressures. 
The hydrogen evolution rate curves included in Figure 3.10 indicate that the intermediate 
hydrogen treated iron peaked higher and then declined more rapidly than the iron treated at low 
hydrogen pressures. The higher peak in the hydrogen evolution rate of the intermediate treated 
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iron compared to the low treated iron indicates initially accelerated iron corrosion in the 
intermediate hydrogen treated sample. Hydrogen enhanced anodic dissolution is a possible 
explanation for the accelerated corrosion in the presence of hydrogen. Because iron corrosion 
results in the accumulation of corrosion products which passivate metal surfaces, hydrogen 
enhanced anodic dissolution may also explain the more rapid decline in the corrosion rate of 
intermediate treated iron. As the oxide film formed more rapidly on the intermediate treated iron 
than on the low treated iron, the corrosion rate declined more rapidly eventually resulting in a 
lower long-term corrosion rate of the intermediate treated iron compared to the low treated iron. 
Connelly iron did not demonstrate the same decrease in corrosion rate after high hydrogen 
pressure treatment as H2OmetTM56 iron. This could be due to the extensive ferric oxide film on 
Connelly iron which may have prevented hydrogen from penetrating to the bare iron surface and 
enhancing anodic dissolution. Ritter et al. (2002) performed normal Raman spectroscopic 
measurements (NRS) on dry Connelly iron and discovered hematite and magnetite in all 
observed locations and maghemite in some additional locations. These observations, and the 
reddish-brown physical appearance of Connelly iron, are evidence that an extensive ferric oxide 
film exists on "as received" Connelly iron. In contrast, SEM photographs of low treated 
H2OmetTM56 iron revealed areas of exposed iron metal on the iron surface even after 500 h of 
corrosion (Figure 3.8). Therefore, hydrogen may have accumulated on the exposed iron surfaces 
of H2OmetTM56 iron, facilitating hydrogen enhanced anodic dissolution, whereas hydrogen was 
prevented from penetrating to the iron metal on Connelly iron by the continuous ferric oxide 
film.  
Based on these results, hydrogen enhanced anodic dissolution remains a possible explanation for 
the observed effects of hydrogen treatment on the corrosion rates of H2OmetTM56 and Connelly 
iron. However, some other potential effects of hydrogen on iron corrosion may also be 
important. One such effect, the reduction of iron oxides by hydrogen, is discussed in the 
following section.     
3.3.5 Reduction of Iron Oxides 
The reduction of iron oxides by hydrogen may have also influenced H2OmetTM56 and Connelly 
iron corrosion rates. Therefore, it is important to consider whether reduction of iron oxides by 
hydrogen occurs under the reaction conditions considered in this study.  
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One process by which hydrogen reduces iron oxides is by gaseous reduction. Gaseous reduction 
of iron oxides has been extensively studied in corrosion science literature (Pineau et al., 2006, 
Wagner et al., 2006, Sastri et al., 1982 and others). Most previous studies consider the reductive 
properties of hydrogen at temperatures that are not relevant to PRB applications (>2000C), 
however it has recently been questioned whether hydrogen gas can reduce iron oxides under the 
pressure and temperature conditions of PRBs (Reardon, 2013). An example reaction for the 
reduction of ferric hydroxide to ferrous hydroxide by gaseous hydrogen is as follows: 
 () + 	2(	) 	↔ 2(	) + 	2	 (3.4) 
An experiment was conducted using 99.98% pure Alfa Aesar iron to determine whether gaseous 
reduction of iron oxides is possible under the temperature and pressure conditions of the 
corrosion experiments (see Iron Oxidation Experiments). Briefly, three corrosion experiments 
were conducted: one using "as received" Alfa Aesar iron, a second using Alfa Aesar iron with X 
moles of iron oxides produced by the addition of 43 mL of oxygen and a third using Alfa Aesar 
iron with 2X moles of iron oxides produced by the addition of 86 mL of oxygen. Reduction of 
iron oxides by hydrogen would result in the consumption half of the produced hydrogen gas in 
the reaction containing X moles of iron oxides and the apparent hydrogen evolution rate would 
be accordingly reduced. Reduction of iron oxides by hydrogen would result in the consumption 
of all of the produced hydrogen gas in the reaction containing 2X moles of iron oxides. Figure 
3.11 shows the results of the iron oxidation experiments. 
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of Alfa Aesar iron corrected corrosion rate curves for the baseline run 
with no oxygen addition, X run with 43 mL of oxygen addition and 2X run with 86 mL of 
oxygen addition. The hydrogen evolution rate increased with increasing oxygen addition and the 
effect was sustained for at least 200 h of corrosion. 
The presence of iron oxides in the X and 2X corrosion runs of Alfa Aesar iron did not cause a 
reduction the overall corrosion rates of the irons as would be expected under conditions of 
gaseous iron oxide reduction (Figure 3.11). Instead an increase in the corrosion rate was 
observed for both oxidized samples. This suggests an accelerating effect of oxygen on iron 
corrosion rates.  
Previous researchers have demonstrated an increase in the corrosion rate of iron in the presence 
of dissolved oxygen (Sarin et al., 2004b, Foroulis et al., 1979) and have attributed this effect to 
the cathodic reduction of oxygen on iron surfaces. However, for cathodic reduction of oxygen to 
occur, oxygen must remain present in the system. During the iron oxidation experiments it was 
observed that all added oxygen was consumed within 1 h of addition to the reaction cell. 
Therefore, if cathodic reduction of oxygen was the mechanism responsible for increasing the iron 
corrosion rate, increased corrosion rates due to the presence of oxygen should have only been 
observed within the first hour of the corrosion experiment while oxygen remained present. 
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However the effect of oxygen on corrosion rate was sustained over 200 h (Figure 3.11). In fact, 
the oxygen induced increase in corrosion rate continued for at least 500 h (Figure 3.12).  
 
Figure 3.12: Comparison of Alfa Aesar iron corrected corrosion rate curves for the X run with 43 
mL of oxygen addition and the 2X run with 86 mL of oxygen addition. The hydrogen evolution 
rate increased with increasing oxygen addition and the effect was sustained for at least 500 h of 
corrosion. 
The sustained increase in corrosion rate of the X and 2X corrosion runs, even after complete 
consumption of the added oxygen, may be due to increased cracking of the iron as a result of 
oxygen addition. Previous researchers (Isselin et al., 2011, Otsuka et al., 2011, Was and 
Bruemmer, 1994) have identified an increase in crack initiation and propagation of metals as a 
result of dissolved oxygen. Increased crack initiation and propagation of iron would increase the 
surface area of exposed iron metal. This would increase the corrosion rate of the metal and the 
effect would be sustained in the absence of oxygen as was observed for Alfa Aesar iron.  
It is reasonable to assume that the 2X Alfa Aesar run contained twice as many oxygen induced 
cracks than the X Alfa Aesar run because crack initiation and propagation have been observed to 
be proportional to dissolved oxygen concentration (Otsuka et al., 2011). Therefore, assuming no 
gaseous iron oxide reduction, the increase in hydrogen production of the 2X corrosion run above 
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baseline hydrogen production should be twice the increase in hydrogen production of the X run 
above baseline hydrogen production. However, the 2X run contained more iron oxides, and 
consequently a higher potential for hydrogen consumption due to iron oxide reduction, than the 
X run. Therefore, if gaseous reduction of iron oxides occurred during the corrosion reactions, the 
apparent hydrogen production of the 2X run above the baseline run would be less than twice the 
hydrogen production of the X run above the baseline run.   
Calculating the integrals of the corrected corrosion rate curves determined that the baseline run 
produced 2.33 mmol H2, the X run produced 3.21 mmol H2 and the 2X run produced 4.21 mmol 
H2 after 200 h of corrosion. Therefore, the addition of 43 mL of oxygen increased the hydrogen 
production by 0.88 mmol above the baseline hydrogen production and the addition of 86 mL of 
oxygen increased the hydrogen production by 1.88 mmol above the baseline hydrogen 
production. In other words, the increase in hydrogen production of the 2X run above the baseline 
run was 2.14 times the increase in hydrogen production of the X run above the baseline run. 
Hydrogen production of the 2X run above the baseline run that is approximately twice the 
hydrogen production of the X run above the baseline run indicates that no gaseous reduction of 
iron oxides occurred within the reaction cells. Figure 3.13 indicates that the increased hydrogen 
evolution rate of the 2X corrosion run above the baseline was essentially twice the increased 
hydrogen evolution rate of the X corrosion run above the baseline for the entire duration of the 
200 h reaction.  
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Figure 3.13: The hydrogen evolution rate of the 2X corrosion run above the baseline run was 
approximately twice the hydrogen evolution rate of the X corrosion run above the baseline run 
for the entire duration of the 200 h reaction. This indicates no hydrogen consumption by iron 
oxide reduction. 
The results indicate that gaseous reduction of iron oxides did not occur during the Alfa Aesar 
iron corrosion experiments. However, iron oxide reduction occurs in iron/water systems through 
another process known as reductive dissolution: 
 	 + 	 + 6 	↔ 3 + 	3	 (3.4) 
Reductive dissolution of iron oxides was proposed by Odziemkowski and Gillham (1997) and 
Ritter et al. (2002) to explain the decrease in the presence of ferric oxides such as hematite, 
limonite, goethite and maghemite and the increase in the presence of the ferric/ferrous oxide 
magnetite during contact between iron and aqueous solutions. Whether the presence of hydrogen 
gas accelerates the reductive dissolution process has not previously been investigated.  
For reductive dissolution to occur, H+ must be present in the solution. A small amount of H+ may 
form by the dissociation of water in iron-water systems, however the majority of the H+ is 
formed from the dissociation of hydrogen gas. For hydrogen gas to produce H+, anionic 
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impurities must exist in the iron to charge balance the produced H+. In pure irons, such as Alfa 
Aesar iron (99.98% Fe), significant H+ production would not occur from the dissociation of H2(g) 
due to the absence of anodic impurities. Therefore hydrogen treatment would likely not influence 
the reductive dissolution reaction on pure irons. However, irons such as H2OmetTM56 and 
Connelly iron contain anionic impurities such as S, P and Cl. Therefore, it is possible that H+ 
would be formed in a solution with these irons from the dissociation of H2(g). For irons with 
anionic impurities, hydrogen treatment may influence the reductive dissolution reaction and 
therefore the surface film properties and corrosion rate of the irons. The results of the iron 
oxidation experiments suggest that gaseous iron oxide reduction does not occur during iron 
corrosion at ambient temperatures, however further work is required to evaluate the effect of 
hydrogen treatment on the reductive dissolution reaction.   
3.3.6 Hydrogen Induced Pitting  
Hydrogen induced pitting corrosion has been well documented in corrosion literature (Li et al., 
2012, Glowacka et al., 2006, Yu et al., 2002 and others) and is another possible effect of 
hydrogen on iron corrosion rate. Pitting corrosion is a localized type of corrosion in which a hole 
develops in an otherwise unaffected portion of oxide film leading to a deep opening in the 
protective surface coating (Schweitzer, 2010). Researchers believe that hydrogen enhances the 
pitting of metals by decreasing the stability of the passive film (Li et al., 2012).   
Microscope images of low treated (left) and high treated (right) Connelly iron (Figure 3.14) 
depict the presence of more exposed bare iron metal on the high treated iron than the low treated 
iron. Hydrogen induced pitting corrosion is a possible explanation. 
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Figure 3.14: Microscope image of low-treated (left) and high-treated (right) Connelly iron. More 
areas of exposed iron metal are observed on Connelly iron that was treated under high hydrogen 
pressure conditions than on Connelly iron that was treated under low hydrogen pressure 
conditions. This is indicative of hydrogen induced pitting corrosion. 
Areas of exposed bare iron metal on the high treated Connelly iron should increase the corrosion 
rate of the high treated iron compared to the low treated iron as a result of more exposed areas 
for direct electron transfer. However, no significant difference was observed between low and 
high treated Connelly iron corrosion rates (Figure 3.6).  
In a previous investigation, Reardon (1995) investigated the effect of the addition of chloride 
salts, another species known to induce pitting, on the corrosion rates of Master Builders iron and 
found that the corrosion rates decreased with increasing chloride concentration. These results 
appeared to contradict extensive literature that chloride induces pitting and therefore should 
cause an increase in corrosion rate. Reardon (1995) argued that corrosion rate does not increase 
as a result of pitting corrosion because pitting corrosion is a type of localized corrosion which 
does not influence corrosion rate as significantly as uniform corrosion. The same can be argued 
here. Although a review of the literature and the physical appearance of the Connelly granules 
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indicate that hydrogen treatment induced pitting corrosion, the effect of hydrogen induced pits is 
small compared to the overall uniform corrosion of the iron granules and an increase in the high 
treated corrosion rate did not appear to occur as a result of pitting. 
3.3.7 Implications for PRB Design 
The results indicate that sustained contact with high pressures of hydrogen may have accelerated 
the iron dissolution-precipitation reaction on some irons by the process of hydrogen enhanced 
anodic dissolution. Hydrogen enhanced anodic dissolution appeared to cause rapid formation of 
corrosion species which reduced the post-treatment corrosion rate of some hydrogen treated 
irons.  
The formation of corrosion species on reactive iron materials has traditionally been considered a 
hindrance on the reaction capabilities of the iron by reducing the rate of the electron transfer 
reaction (Liou et al., 2005, Klausen, 2001). However, the effect of surface films on the efficiency 
of the remediation reaction depends on the target contaminant. Some metal contaminants are 
treated through immobilization by surface complexation reactions with (hydr)oxide films 
(Henderson and Demond, 2007, Klausen, 2001). Certain oxide films can increase the metal 
surface area by orders of magnitude and create favourable conditions for contaminant adsorption 
(Klas and Kirk, 2013). Therefore, although hydrogen treatment increases the rate of surface film 
formation and decreases the corrosion rate of certain irons, increased surface film formation may 
be favourable to the remediation reaction depending on the target contaminant.   
The initial oxide film characteristics of the iron material are also important to consider when 
evaluating the effects of hydrogen treatment on the remediation reaction. If the iron of interest is 
bare iron (Alfa Aesar) or contains a discontinuous oxide film (H2OmetTM56), hydrogen is able to 
accumulate in the iron which may allow hydrogen enhanced anodic dissolution to occur. 
Hydrogen enhanced anodic dissolution may enhance the dissolution-precipitation process and 
create a more extensive oxide film which slows the corrosion reaction. However, on irons with a 
continuous oxide film (Connelly), hydrogen enhanced anodic dissolution may be inhibited by the 
oxide film and the effects of hydrogen treatment may be less important.  
Hydrogen pressures similar to those used in this study are reached within the PRB environment 
depending on the iron corrosion rate, the groundwater flow rate through the PRB and the depth 
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below the water table. Assuming a PRB thickness of 50 cm, porosity of 0.6 and an iron density 
of 6.7 g/cm3, Reardon (1995) determined that hydrogen pressures within a Connelly iron PRB 
can exceed 300 kPa for groundwater flow rates less than 5 cm/d. Since Connelly iron is highly 
oxidized, it corrodes more slowly than most granular irons used in PRBs. Therefore, under the 
same conditions, PRBs containing most other irons would reach hydrogen pressures in 
exceedance of 300 kPa.   
Ventilation is a possible approach for mitigating the effects of hydrogen buildup in PRBs (Zhang 
and Gillham, 2005). Ventilation could maintain hydrogen pressures in the PRB that are 
favourable for certain surface film developments. However, whether PRB ventilation would be 
beneficial to the remediation reaction depends on several factors such as the target contaminants, 
initial properties of the iron and the confining pressures of the PRB. Further research is required 
to fully understand the effects of hydrogen on iron corrosion and reactivity before field-scale 
application of this knowledge is possible.  
3.4 Conclusion 
After 14 d of sustained hydrogen contact, corrosion rates were collected for two irons, 
H2OmetTM56 iron and Connelly iron. The post-treatment corrosion rate of low treated 
H2OmetTM56 iron was a factor of two higher than the post-treatment corrosion rate of high 
treated H2OmetTM56 iron. The post-treatment corrosion rates of low and high treated Connelly 
iron were not statistically different.  
SEM images of low and high-treated H2OmetTM56 iron taken after the corrosion experiments 
revealed the presence of tubercles and a more uniform oxide film on the high treated sample 
compared to the low treated sample. These features suggest that the high treated H2OmetTM56 
iron reached a more advanced stage of iron corrosion than the low treated iron in the same time 
period. 
Hydrogen enhanced anodic dissolution is a possible explanation for the lower corrosion rate of 
and the more advanced stage of corrosion observed in the SEM images for high treated 
H2OmetTM iron. Experiments conducted using 99.98% Alfa Aesar iron supported an explanation 
based on hydrogen enhanced anodic dissolution. The observation that the post-treatment 
corrosion rate of high treated Connelly iron did not differ significantly from low treated Connelly 
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iron was attributed to the presence of a continuous oxide film on Connelly iron that prevented 
hydrogen from accumulating in the iron metal and causing hydrogen enhanced anodic 
dissolution.  
No evidence for gaseous reduction of iron oxides was provided by experiments with Alfa Aesar 
iron. High hydrogen pressures may accelerate the reductive dissolution of iron oxides on irons 
with anionic impurities such as H2OmetTM56 and Connelly iron, however further research is 
required to evaluate the effect of hydrogen treatment on the reductive dissolution reaction. 
Hydrogen induced pitting corrosion was observed on Connelly iron but the influence of the 
hydrogen induced pits on the iron corrosion rate were negligible compared to the uniform 
corrosion rate of the iron.  
Knowledge of how sustained hydrogen contact can affect the corrosion properties of iron is 
important to understanding the performance of PRBs. Hydrogen treatment may be favourable or 
unfavourable to the remediation reaction depending on the mechanism of target contaminant 
removal, initial characteristics of the oxide film and confining pressures of the PRB. Ventilation 
of the PRB to reduce hydrogen pressures is a possible approach for mitigating the effect of 
hydrogen on iron corrosion rate. Further research is required to more completely understand the 
effect of hydrogen pressure on iron corrosion rates before this knowledge can be applied in PRB 
performance considerations.     
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4 SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 
Hydrogen gas produced by anaerobic corrosion of iron can impart significant changes on the 
performance of permeable reactive barriers. The majority of studies investigating the effect of 
hydrogen gas on PRB performance have focused on the physical effects of hydrogen on PRBs 
such as changes to PRB porosity and permeability. In addition, hydrogen may chemically affect 
the reactivity of iron granules. The purpose of this thesis was to investigate hydrogen absorption 
into iron and changes to iron corrosion rates caused by hydrogen-iron interactions. 
The absorption of hydrogen into iron may benefit PRB performance by preventing hydrogen 
from escaping the PRB and creating a stored electron resource within the iron that may be used 
in remediation reactions. To date, hydrogen absorption by granular irons has been largely 
unexplored in PRB performance investigations. In this study, factors governing hydrogen 
absorption by granular irons were investigated using corrosion rates developed from hydrogen 
evolution experiments in closed reaction vessels. The rate of hydrogen absorption was found to 
be related to the overall corrosion rate of the iron as indicated by a linear relationship between k 
and corrosion rate. This relationship between k and corrosion rate was attributed to accumulation 
of hydrogen at iron granule surfaces as a result of the rate of hydrogen production exceeding the 
rate of hydrogen diffusion. The presence of an oxide film was found to influence the proportion 
of hydrogen absorption with more oxidized irons absorbing higher proportions of hydrogen than 
irons with bare surfaces.  
Preliminary investigations into ultrasound for the removal of lattice stored hydrogen indicated 
that ultrasonic treatment was not effective at releasing hydrogen from H2OmetTM56 iron 
however, temperature fluctuations caused by the cavitation process introduced challenges in 
interpreting the corrosion rate data.  
The effect of hydrogen on iron corrosion rates was also evaluated. Treatment of iron granules 
under high pressures of hydrogen for 14 d reduced the corrosion rate of H2OmetTM56 iron and 
did not change the corrosion rate of Connelly iron. Hydrogen enhanced anodic dissolution is a 
possible explanation for the observed effect of hydrogen on H2OmetTM56 iron corrosion rates. 
The extensive ferric oxide film on Connelly iron appears to have prevented hydrogen from 
penetrating to the iron surface and inhibited the effect of hydrogen enhanced anodic dissolution. 
No evidence for the reduction of iron oxides by hydrogen gas was observed but reductive 
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dissolution of iron oxides remains a possible influence of hydrogen on iron corrosion rates. 
Hydrogen induced pitting corrosion was observed in microscope images of Connelly iron but did 
not appear to influence the overall corrosion rate of the iron.  
Strategies for managing the effects of hydrogen on iron corrosion rates on a field scale depend on 
several factors including the initial oxide film characteristics of the iron and the removal 
mechanism for the target contaminant. The effect of hydrogen on corrosion rate is more 
pronounced on irons with exposed iron metal than irons covered in a continuous oxide film due 
to inhibition of hydrogen enhanced anodic dissolution by the oxide film. If hydrogen enhanced 
anodic dissolution occurs, increased oxide film precipitation results. This can be beneficial to the 
remediation reaction if the target contaminant is treated by surface complexation reactions, as is 
the case for some metals, because oxide film growth enhances the surface area of the reactive 
medium. Ventilation of the PRB to remove accumulated hydrogen is one possible method of 
maintaining conditions within the PRB that are advantageous to the groundwater treatment 
process. 
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5 RECOMMENDED FUTURE WORK 
An important area of further work is to investigate whether the observed relationship between k 
and corrosion rate applies generally to a spectrum of granular iron materials. Better 
understanding of this relationship could assist in developing a universal equation for removal of 
discontinuities from corrosion rate curves and provide a better understanding of how hydrogen 
absorption by iron is affected by the rate of hydrogen gas production.  
Further research should also be conducted on methods of hydrogen release from iron. 
Preliminary investigations into ultrasonic treatment demonstrated that ultrasonic methods were 
not effective at releasing hydrogen from H2OmetTM56 however additional experiments making 
use of different irons and different ultrasonic frequencies could prove useful. Methods allowing 
for improved control of temperature fluctuations under ultrasonic treatment conditions should be 
considered. Ongoing work on hydrogen release should also include an investigation of chemical 
and microbiological methods of hydrogen release.  
Questions also remain regarding the effects of hydrogen treatment on iron corrosion rates. Of 
particular interest is whether reductive dissolution of iron oxides is enhanced in the presence of 
hydrogen. In addition, further hydrogen treatment experiments making use of different iron 
materials could prove useful in understanding how irons with different physicochemical 
properties are affected by hydrogen treatment. 
Significant further research is required to better understand the effects of hydrogen on iron 
reactivity in PRB systems. An understanding of these effects would be of great assistance in 
promoting PRBs as the preferred solution for long-term groundwater treatment challenges.  
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Appendix A - Materials 
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H2OmetTM56 Iron 
 
Figure A1: Physical appearance of H2OmetTM56 
 
Table A1: Particle size distribution for H2OmetTM56 iron.  
U.S. mesh  +30  +70 +200 -200 
µm +600 +212 +75 -75 
wt% <1 45 40 14 
 
 
Table A2: Chemical composition of H2OmetTM56 iron.  
 C O S P Mn Si V Ti Cu Fe 
H2OmetTM56 3.2 2.6 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 >93 
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H2OmetTM58 Iron 
 
Figure A2: Physical appearance of H2OmetTM58 
 
Table A3: Particle size distribution for H2OmetTM58 iron. 
U.S. mesh +12 +30 +50 +100 +200 +325 -325 
µm +1680 +600 +300 +150 +75 +45 -45 
wt% <1 19 35 25 14 3.5 2.8 
 
 
Table A4: Chemical composition of H2OmetTM58 iron.  
 C O S P Mn Si V Ti Cu Fe 
H2OmetTM58 3.2 3.0 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 >93 
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H2OmetTM86 Iron 
 
Figure A3: Physical appearance of H2OmetTM86.  
 
Table A5: Particle size distribution for H2OmetTM86 iron. 
U.S. mesh +60 +100 +200 +325 -325 
µm +250 +150 +75 +45 -45 
wt% <1 6 49 24 21 
 
 
Table A6: Chemical composition of H2OmetTM86 iron.  
 C O S P Mn Si V Ti Cu Fe 
H2OmetTM86 0.05 0.18 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 >99 
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Connelly Iron 
 
Figure A4: Physical appearance of Connelly iron.  
Alfa Aesar Iron 
 
Figure A5: Physical appearance of Alfa Aesar (99.98%) iron. 
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Appendix B - Reaction Apparatus 
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Figure B1: Stainless steel reaction vessel outfitted with Swagelok fittings. 
 
Figure B2: Omega pressure transducer used to monitor pressure changes.  
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Figure B3: LabJack U6-PRO data acquisition board. 
 
Figure B4: DASYLab v. 11.0 data acquisition software. 
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Figure B5: Strawberry Tree 16-bit data acquisition board. 
 
Figure B6: WorkBench PC v. 2.3.1 data acquisition software. 
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Figure B7: Constant temperature bath used to maintain reaction cells at 25±0.10C. 
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Appendix C - Chapter 2.0 Supplemental 
Information 
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Table C1: Table of values used for k versus corrosion rate relationship.  
Iron Material k 
(mmol kg-1 d-1 kPa-0.5) 
Rcorr 
(mmol kg-1 d-1) 
H2OmetTM56 0.13 2.011 
H2OmetTM58 0.30 7.352 
 0.40 9.855 
 0.35 8.486 
H2OmetTM86 0.39 12.020 
 0.47 14.384 
 0.56 18.463 
 0.69 23.100 
 0.82 27.768 
 1.0 32.781 
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Table C2: Student's t-test for H2OmetTM56 iron (k = 0.13 mmol kg-1 d-1 kPa-0.5).  
 
 
Table C3: Student's t-test for H2OmetTM58 iron (k = 0.30 mmol kg-1 d-1 kPa-0.5). 
n1 =  12 
n2 =  12 
x1 = 7.717068 
x2 = 7.755198 
σ1 =  0.126154 
σ2 =  0.146483 
σ
2
1 =  0.015915 
σ
2
2 =  0.021457 
σd
2
= 0.003114 
σd= 0.055806 
t =  0.683247 
Tabulated T Value (p=0.05) 2.07 
Calculated T Value 0.683 
n1 =  12 
n2 =  12 
x1 = 2.163526 
x2 = 2.253593 
σ1 =  0.27736 
σ2 =  0.364369 
σ
2
1 =  0.076929 
σ
2
2 =  0.132765 
σd
2
= 0.017474 
σd= 0.132191 
t =  0.681341 
Tabulated T Value (p=0.05) 2.07 
Calculated T Value 0.681 
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Table C4: Student's t-test for H2OmetTM86 iron (k = 0.39 mmol kg-1 d-1 kPa-0.5). 
n1 =  12 
n2 =  12 
x1 = 12.40988 
x2 = 12.45784 
σ1 =  2.046613 
σ2 =  4.856258 
σ
2
1 =  4.188624 
σ
2
2 =  23.58324 
σd
2
= 2.314322 
σd= 1.52129 
t =  0.031523 
Tabulated T Value (p=0.05) 2.07 
Calculated T Value 0.032 
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Figure D1: H2OmetTM56 low pressure treatment period for hydrogen treatment corrosion 
experiments. Pressures were maintained below 45 kPa.  
 
Figure D2: H2OmetTM56 high pressure treatment period for hydrogen treatment corrosion 
experiments. Pressures were maintained above approximately 200 kPa.  
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Figure D3: Connelly low pressure treatment period for hydrogen treatment corrosion 
experiments. Pressures were maintained below 20 kPa.  
 
Figure D4: Connelly high pressure treatment period for hydrogen treatment corrosion 
experiments. Pressures were maintained above approximately 200 kPa.  
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Figure D5: Alfa Aesar low pressure treatment period for hydrogen treatment corrosion 
experiments. Pressures were maintained below 20 kPa. 
 
Figure D6: Alfa Aesar high pressure treatment period for hydrogen treatment corrosion 
experiments. Pressures were maintained above 350 kPa. 
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Figure D7: Alfa Aesar intermediate pressure treatment period for hydrogen treatment corrosion 
experiments. Pressures were maintained below 150 kPa and above 100 kPa.  
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